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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Rough seas and fresh to strong northeast winds were lingering in parts of the far western Gulf early this morning behind a 
cold front that has stalled across northern sections.  Conditions will improve today as the front washes out; a ridge of high
pressure will build out into the Gulf, and by tomorrow,  the circulation around the ridge will put southeasterly winds in the
west, easterly winds in central sections, with moderate to fresh NE winds in the east. The winds in the west will start to 
increase late tomorrow as deep low pressure starts to form in the Plains.  Winds will become moderate to fresh Friday 
evening. Seas should be slight in central and eastern sections, but seas will become moderate in the west with the increasing 
winds. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The surface low strengthening in the central Plains will increase wind speeds in most regions.  Strong winds are expected in 
the west on Saturday, with lower speeds to the east. Seas will come up with the winds, and could be near-rough to rough in 
some areas. The low will move slowly to the northeast, and its cold front should reach the Texas coast late Saturday 
night/early Sunday.  Winds will shift to a northerly direction as it passes and should come up to fresh to strong in the hours 
after passage.   Strong storms may also occur along the front, although it doesn't appear as if they will be widespread at this 
time. High pressure will again build out over the Gulf behind the front, but fresh to strong northerly winds should persist in 
most areas through Monday.  Tuesday, the high should move into the central Gulf, returning gentle to moderate southerly 
winds to the west.  Moderate northerly winds should continue in the east, however. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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